
 
ACS 46 / ACS 60 T Multi special line ****

For use on stainless steel, mild steel and stone (especially wall tiles).

The special recipe of this new combi- disc ACS60T- MULTI allows cutting of metal and wall tiles without 
changing the disc. A special tool for special users, such as plumbers.

Three discs in one

Combi- disc for stainless steel, steel and wall tiles
good cutting performance
comfortable cutting
no time- consuming disc changes required
low- burr to burr- free edges

Dimension 
inches

Speed 
r.p.m.

Content 
pieces

Shape Item 
code

EAN 

4 1/2 x 3/64 x 7/8 13280 25 straight 1111360 4081600 111804
5 x 3/64 x 7/8 12200 25 straight 1121360 4081600 121803
7x1/16x7/8 8600 25 cropped 1183360 4081600 143157
9x 5/64x7/8 6600 25 cropped 1233360 4081600 153606

ACS 46 / ACS 60 T Multi 
Power- Pack Tin

Each box includes 10 combi- discs ACS 60 T Multi 1,2 mm.

10 cutting discs in the attractive and popular metal box. A big seller for guaranteed increased turnover.

Dimension 
inches

Speed 
r.p.m.

Content 
pieces

Shape Item 
code

EAN 

4 1/2 x 3/64 x 7/8 13280 10 straight 6900942 4081600 704808
5 x 3/64 x 7/8 12200 10 straight 6900943 4081600 704815

Very suitable for angular steel profiles, cast, aluminium alloy, copper, brass bronze, marble, slate, angular stainless steel profiles,
Well suitable for unalloyed an alloyed construction steel, very solid construction steel, high alloy special steel
Limited suitable for tool steel
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ACS 46 / ACS 60 T Multi special line freehand ****
For use on stainless steel, mild steel and stone (especially wall tiles).

The special recipe of this new combi- disc ACS60T- MULTI allows cutting of metal and wall tiles without 
changing the disc. A special tool for special users, such as plumbers.

Three discs in one

Combi- disc for stainless steel, steel and wall tiles
good cutting performance
comfortable cutting
no time- consuming disc changes required
low- burr to burr- free edges

4 1/2 x 3/64 x 7/8 13280 25 straight 1111360 4081600 111804
5 x 3/64 x 7/8 12200 25 straight 1121360 4081600 121803
7x1/16x7/8 8600 25 cropped 1183360 4081600 143157
9x 5/64x7/8 6600 25 cropped 1233360 4081600 153606

ACS 46 / ACS 60 T Multi 
Power- Pack Tin

Each box includes 10 combi- discs ACS 60 T Multi 1,2 mm.

10 cutting discs in the attractive and popular metal box. A big seller for guaranteed increased turnover.

4 1/2 x 3/64 x 7/8 13280 10 straight 6900942 4081600 704808
5 x 3/64 x 7/8 12200 10 straight 6900943 4081600 704815

angular steel profiles, cast, aluminium alloy, copper, brass bronze, marble, slate, angular stainless steel profiles,
unalloyed an alloyed construction steel, very solid construction steel, high alloy special steel
tool steel

****


